Fred Hill

Bar and Buttery Officer Manifesto

I’m Fred Hill and I’m a second year Medic. You may know
me as one the nutters who come to formal with fake beards
clutching drinking horns. I feel that I have experience in the key
areas of the Bar and Buttery role, namely eating, drinking and not
to forget the bar quizzes; though I can’t promise that my emails
will be as funny as the departing officer’s!
Manifesto Pledges:
General College:


Work towards making your current college bill accessible
online

Promised by many, achieved by none…so far! From what I know
this has been mentioned to the Financial Manager who has said
that he’s interested in achieving this but it will take some time. I
believe that working on anything which makes more information
available to the students is top priority.
Hall:
The last year has seen an improvement in Hall food, both in the standard canteen and the introduction of
separate formal menus. Yet there’s still much work to be done.




Improve the consistency of the formal menus
Make Sign-Outs available to see online
Investigate current Kitchen Fixed Charge

Changes to the sign-out system have been discussed for a while now, and whilst positive steps are being made,
they need to be put into practice. The primary complaint is that the 35 dinners is a highly limiting option,
especially for those who enjoy cooking for themselves. We need to change the current system to give students
more flexibility, whist recognising the College’s need to be able to plan its catering budget.
New Bar:
The new bar is a unique opportunity for the Bar and Buttery Officer to voice the opinions of the JCR.




I’m a fan of Real Ale and I’d love to see a similar level of information to that found in the new bar
wine list applied to the guest ale (or potentially even ales) in the new bar.
Encourage more time-limited drinks at the bar, which adds a certain variety.
Consult with the student base over the next few months to ensure that the ambiance of the bar area
is improved to be what we want it to be.

Bar Quizzes:
I have a great passion for bar quizzes having organised a few of them in the past.




Keep a high quiz standard, and introduce a prize for best quiz team name.
A University Challenge style quiz, potentially featuring Students vs Fellows (if they’d accept the
daunting challenge)
Family Quiz night at the start of Michaelmas next year, ideally in conjunction with the Fresher’s rep.

